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This celebration of ten years of the Subject Centre for Languages, Linguistics and Area Studies (LLAS) was attended by 37 invited guests, including past and present members of the Subject Centre’s Advisory Board and Specialist Advisory Groups.

1) Ten years on from Baseline 2000, Mike Kelly 
[Download presentation, PowerPoint, 1.23Mb]
The Baseline information for the LTSN Subject Centre for Languages, Linguistics and Area Studies (http://www.llas.ac.uk/resourcedownloads/1414/LLASBaselinefinal.rtf) described the learning and teaching context in the three disciplinary areas around the time of setting up the Subject Centre in January 2000. It aimed to establish a baseline account by which future progress could be measured. Mike’s presentation reviewed the Baseline ten years on.

In terms of programmes offered, language degrees are now offered in 67 institutions (compared to 121 in 200), there has been little change in the number of linguistics degrees, but significant reductions in European studies and American studies.
Several of the broad issues identified in the Baseline are still pertinent, e.g. employability (now referred to as employer engagement) and internationalisation (which is now a broader concept). In 2000, identity was a high priority for area studies but the issue of ‘what is area studies?’ has been resolved. In linguistics there was a divide between pure and applied linguistics but the disciplines have now come together under the umbrella of UCGAL. 

The Subject Centre needs survey carried out in 2000 identified that sharing expertise across institutions and e-learning were the two key teaching and learning needs by some margin. LLAS subsequently put a lot of effort into these two areas by bringing people together. 

2) The impact of LLAS over the past decade:
The Chairs of UCML, UKCASA and the Subject Centre’s Specialist Advisory Group for Linguistics were invited to reflect on the impact of LLAS on their subject areas over the last decade.

Impact on languages, Pam Moores
Pam’s reflections were based on her experience as a linguist and Chair of UCML. She began by commenting that she could not over-emphasise the benefits LLAS brings to the subject community with its commitment to raising the quality of provision. People look to LLAS for expertise and information. The expanding LLAS website is a source of reference and the range of events and practical workshops facilitate sharing. LLAS has become part of daily life for linguists. Its main achievement is the timely dissemination of authoritative information presented in a professional way. Its main challenge is to reach people who are not engaged. LLAS has a productive partnership with UCML. Indeed, UCML could not carry out their role without LLAS because LLAS provides high level subject expertise and continuity. People have come to depend on LLAS as a place to look for pedagogical research (which is often seen as the poor relation) as well as for professional training and development of staff. Universities cannot provide the same level of subject expertise as the Subject Centre. LLAS brings something tailored to needs so it is important for staff development. In a competitive environment LLAS provides neutral territory, where people can come together to collaborate. Areas of work can be categorised into promoting the discipline (e.g. Why study languages, 700 reasons), mapping the field (e.g. A New Landscape for Languages, Modern Languages Research Review), and gathering data behind the scenes (e.g. providing detailed subject information for the Worton review which would not be available otherwise). LLAS has moved well with the times - from The Languages Box to HumBox – by leading a trend of making more materials available electronically. Key events organised by the Subject Centre have included Thriving in difficult times and an annual event for new staff which is extremely valuable for new entrants. LLAS also reaches out beyond the UK, e.g. the LanQua project which is looking at assuring quality across Europe. The Subject Centre should be congratulated on what it has achieved. 

Impact on linguistics, Jeanine Treffers-Daller
Jeanine took over as Chair of the Specialist Advisory Group for Linguistics in August 2009. She identified six areas in which LLAS has had an impact on linguistics: 
	Sharing of good practice and ideas across institutions in a systematic but non-prescriptive way 
	Raising awareness and sharing materials with a new generation
	Teaching is more prominent among linguistics staff and LLAS has played an important role in raising the profile of teaching
	Making links with English – in many cases, English and Linguistics departments have merged 
	Supporting the development of linguistics in schools, promoting it as an A-level subject and providing strong support for the development of the Linguistics Olympiad
	Linking different subject areas within linguistics - there used to be a strong divide between BAAL and LAGB but the Subject Centre is a forum where these groups meet in a collaborative way which has led to the formation of UCGAL. The positive attitude facilitated by the Subject Centre has made this possible.


Impact on area studies, Susan Hodgett
[Download presentation, PowerPoint,123Kb]
Susan, the Chair of UKCASA, offered a personal reflection on the impact of LLAS on area studies and considered the diversity of the subject area and the broad and wide-ranging events organised by the Subject Centre (a total of 79 since 2000), many of which have been of an inter/multidisciplinary nature. LLAS has benefited the area studies community in a number of ways. On a personal level/professional development level, the Subject Centre led Susan from Canadian studies to area studies as she would not have know about UKCASA without the Subject Centre. LLAS has provided social, cultural and human capital, linking people into other important networks which support the crossover between teaching and research. The Subject Centre has also provided support in setting up websites and mailing lists as well as supporting consultations with HEFCE re the REF and discussions with the Scottish Funding Council, the FCO and research councils. Susan concluded by saying that she was also grateful for the regional support the Subject Centre provides in Northern Ireland. 

3) Future directions: looking forward to the next ten years 
Event participants split into groups to consider the future of our subject areas, focusing on four key questions:

How is the shape of our disciplines likely to change in the next ten years?
Discussion group chair: Susan Hodgett
Summary of key points:
A greater focus on different languages, e.g. Mandarin Chinese and Portuguese
	An increase in languages for specific purposes, e.g. for business
	More teaching of languages in FE
	Increasing numbers of students will change the way people teach, resulting in no time for research and literature-based research may only be externally funded
	Speculation over whether the delivery of courses will differ between Russell group and other universities
	Increase in teaching of EFL, computational linguistics and national language
	Increasing class sizes will need more models of teaching (less face-to-face)
	Fuzziness between full and part-time courses will change the nature of delivery
	Virtual campuses across universities with modules bought in from other universities
	Lecturers will be forced to provide VLEs while students want more face-to-face 
	Students more focused on what they want 
	Better combinations of using different methods and pedagogies
	Hope that research will become more valued.

What are now the key issues for the future development of our disciplines?
Discussion group chair: Hilary Footitt
Summary of key points:
Further concentration in Russell group universities but our disciplines could occupy other spaces, e.g. internationalisation and sustainability, and we should articulate the role of languages in these areas
Increasing shift towards casualisation and the need to help colleagues reflect on career paths, not just with one event but a set of meetings/networking
Employability and the difficulty in assembling statistics. There is a need to focus more on demonstrating this and concentrate on making links with, e.g. the Council for Industry in HE. 
Need to encourage UK students in UK institutions where there is currently a low level of mobility. The Subject Centre could develop an international mobility toolbox for other disciplines to send students outside UK.
MA degrees - how can we encourage the role of languages in research projects?
Vital to get a UK-wide description of IWLP levels that we can articulate to employees
Developing relations between language centres and departments: need to develop good practice and communicate this to Deans. 

What are now the priority needs for development in learning and teaching?
Discussion group chair: Pam Moores
Summary of key points:
Students experience of coming to university - independent study and reading skills are not so well advanced 
Need to adapt to ‘digital native’ and utilising interest in this area by doing something pedagogically sound rather than just jumping on the bandwagon 
	Universities buying fewer books and focusing on technology. Technology is replacing face-to-face contact but need to balance using new technologies with making room for face-to-face as value for money is important for students and parents.
	Workload models - contributions measured in terms of FTEs/credits delivered face-to-face while investment in resources is often more significant
	Pressures from increasingly teaching cross-language groups enabling all to benefit but tailored to needs. There is a danger that students will miss out on language specific content and the integration of language and culture.
	A-levels to university transition - students come from different backgrounds so reading has changed
	International dimension and more mixed groups in the classroom
	A-levels do not encourage creativity so need to explore with all students what critical thinking and creativity is about
	Need to harness diversity in a positive way rather than perceiving it as problem.

In which areas of learning and teaching our subjects is there a need for further research?
Discussion group chair: Jeanine Treffers-Daller
Summary of key points:
Need to develop tools for teaching. Rosetta Stone are ahead of us in some ways and we need to grab the agenda back. We could explore more what we can do in Second Life.
	More research in a different range of assessment (a desire to get rid of handwritten exam papers)
	How can we better support international students?
	Benefits of learning languages for clear and effective communication
	Better teaching, flexible learning and graduate impact – it is important to look at learning from the learner not the teacher point of view.

4) A recent LLAS highlight: HumBox presentation, Alison Dickens and Julie Watson
[Download presentation, PowerPoint, 3.42Mb]
Alison and Julie reported on the HumBox project, part of a wider Open Educational Resources initiative funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee and the Higher Education Academy. HumBox is a repository enabling the HE humanities community to publish and share teaching and learning resources openly on the web. 

5) Concluding remarks, Mike Kelly
Mike concluded by saying that over the past decade LLAS has been lucky to serve a vast community, providing people with what they want and, in partnership with others, building a learning community. The main priorities for the next ten years are to continue to maintain connections and facilitate people working together, sharing good ideas and practices.





